Bridge to Türkiye Fund

501(c)3 Public Charitable Organization Benefiting Underprivileged Children of Türkiye

www.bridgetoturkiye.org
OUR IMPACT STATEMENT...

BTF repairs and furnishes School Buildings and Dormitories. Establishes Libraries, Computer labs, Playgrounds and Kindergarten Classrooms. Provides MicroScholarships, Dictionaries, Books and Winter Boots to Needy Students. BTF also covers treatment costs of Children with health problems... All with Grassroots Investments from Donors like YOU!

With your support, WE PLEDGE TO DO MORE...

Give Back to Türkiye with 4Kids Programs

Dictionaries4Kids

Boots4Kids

Books4Kids

Toys4Kids

Give Back to Türkiye with 4Kids Programs

Make a change
Support a student.
Give hope.
Build a future.